
STONE-COAT

LIGHTWEIGHT

PROFILE MATCHING LOW MAINTENANCE COST EFFECTIVE

EASILY INSTALLEDTOUGH/DURABLE

LET US TAKE THE WEIGHT OFF YOUR DETAILING
Stone-Coat mouldings can be made to suit any profile. If it can be drawn and

detailed, we can make it. As you can see from the images above, coping stones, door surrounds, 
cills, heads, keystones and dentils are all options that can be included when specifying Stone-Coat 

mouldings.

From the more complex shapes of columns and balustrades, to a simple band course, Stone-Coat 
offers you total design flexibility.



Mouldings can be manufactured in any profile, shape and colour. A unique stone effect 
product that solves the weight issues of traditional cast stone, meets the requirements of 
the Health & Safety executive and allows the designer complete flexibility. It not only looks 
great but offers a cost-effective option against more traditional alternatives.

STONE-COAT

RETRO FIT

HOW ITS MADE
Stone-Coat mouldings are the unique 
lightweight solution for your building, with  
maximum  strength  and  durability,  these  
mouldings can be created in any profile and 
shape.

When used in conjunction with render as a stone dressing alternative, the installation of 
Stone-Coat decorative mouldings is fast and easy. Stone-Coat products will save time and 
labour but not compromise the finished effect.

Special Grade EPS

Specialist Primer

Hard Coat System

Stone-Coat

RENDER

Stone-Coat is ideally suited as a retro fit option, to enhance the aesthetic appearance of any 
building. It is easily installed, low maintenance and very cost effective.

RESIDENTIAL

Stone-Coat offers a perfect solution for the design and use on commercial projects. We can 
provide a complete range of architectural shapes to suit any specification. From a simple 
coping to a more detailed cornice or decorative band course, Stone-Coat has the answer.

COMMERCIAL

Stone-Coat architectural 
decodecorative products will 
enhance the appearance of your 
home at a very reasonable cost. 
Whether it be new build or 
refurbishment, the addition of 
Stone-Coat mouldings will give 
your residential property a
uniqueunique visual appearance.



UNLIMITED SIZES AND SHAPES AVAILABLE



VISIT OUR WEBSITE GALLERY TO SEE MORE

Build-Lite (UK) Ltd, Kingsforth Road, Thurcroft, Rotherham, S66 9HU

Phone: 0844 870 6735 | Fax: 0844 870 6745 | Email: sales@build-liteuk.co.uk

HEADS & CILLS CORNICE DENTIL

WINDOW SURROUND DOOR SURROUNDS QUOINS

KEYSTONES ARCHES BESPOKE


